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Network Security 
Fundamentals

3

Internet Evolution

Different ways to handle security as the Internet evolves

LAN connectivity
Application-specific
More online content

Application/data 
hosted in the “cloud”

4
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Threat Landscape

Goals of Information Security

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

SE
C
U
R
IT
Y

prevents 
unauthorized 
use or 
disclosure of 
information

safeguards the 
accuracy and 
completeness 
of information

authorized 
users have 
reliable and 
timely access 
to information

6
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Access Control

• The ability to permit or deny the use of an object by a 
subject. 

• It provides 3 essential services:
– Authentication (identification of a user)
– Authorization (who is allowed to use a service)
– Accountability (what did a user do)

7

Authentication

• a means to verify or prove a user’s identity

• The term “user” may refer to:
– Person 
– Application or process
– Machine or device

• Identification comes before authentication
– Provide username to establish user’s identity

• To prove identity, a user must present either of the following:
– What you know (passwords, passphrase, PIN)
– What you have (token, smart cards, passcodes, RFID)
– Who you are (biometrics such as fingerprints and iris scan, signature or 

voice)

8
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Examples of Tokens

9

eToken
RFID cards

Smart Cards

Fingerprint scanner

Authorization

• Defines the user’s rights and permissions on a system
• Typically done after user has been authenticated
• Grants a user access to a particular resource and what 

actions he is permitted to perform on that resource
• Access criteria based on the level of trust:

– Roles
– Groups
– Location
– Time
– Transaction type

10
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Authentication vs. Authorization

Client

Service

Authentication 
Mechanism

Authorization 
Mechanism

“Authentication simply identifies a party, authorization defines whether they can 
perform certain action” – RFC 3552

11

Authorization Concepts 

• Authorization Creep
– When users may possess unnecessarily high access privileges within 

an organization

• Default to Zero
– Start with zero access and build on top of that

• Need to Know Principle
– Least privilege; give access only to information that the user 

absolutely need

• Access Control Lists
– List of users allowed to perform particular access to an object (read, 

write, execute, modify)

12
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Accountability

• The security goal that generates the requirement for actions 
of an entity to be traced uniquely to that entity 
– Senders cannot deny sending information
– Receivers cannot deny receiving it 
– Users cannot deny performing a certain action

• Supports nonrepudiation, deterrence, fault isolation, 
intrusion detection and prevention and after-action recovery 
and legal action

13

Source: NIST Risk Management Guide for 
Information Technology Systems 

Integrity

• Security goal that generates the requirement for protection 
against either intentional or accidental attempts to violate 
data integrity 

• Data integrity
– The property that data has when it has not been altered in an 

unauthorized manner

• System integrity
– The quality that a system has when it performs its intended function 

in an unimpaired manner, free from unauthorized manipulation

14

Source: NIST Risk Management Guide for 
Information Technology Systems 
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Risk, Threats, and Vulnerability

• Threat
– Any circumstance or event with the potential to cause harm to a 

networked system

• Vulnerability
– A weakness in security procedures, network design, or 

implementation that can be exploited to violate a corporate security 
policy

• Risk
– The possibility that a particular vulnerability will be exploited

15

Threat

• “a motivated, capable adversary”

• Examples:
– Human Threats

• Intentional or unintentional
• Malicious or benign

– Natural Threats
• Earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, landslides

– Environmental Threats
• Long-term power failure, pollution, liquid leakage

16
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Vulnerability

• A weakness in security procedures, network design, or 
implementation that can be exploited to violate a corporate 
security policy
– Software bugs
– Configuration mistakes
– Network design flaw
– Lack of encryption

• Where to check for vulnerabilities?
• Exploit

– Taking advantage of a vulnerability

17

Risk

• Likelihood that a vulnerability will be exploited
• Some questions:

– How likely is it to happen?
– What is the level of risk if we decide to do nothing?
– Will it result in data loss? 
– What is the impact on the reputation of the company?

• Categories:
– High, medium or low risk

18

Risk = Threat * Vulnerability
(* Impact)
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Goals are Determined by

• Services offered vs. security provided
– Each service offers its own security risk

• Ease of use vs. security
– Easiest system to use allows access to any user without password

• Cost of security vs. risk of loss
– Cost to maintain

19

Goals must be communicated to all users, staff, managers, 
through a set of security rules called “security policy”

Causes of Security Related Issues 

• Protocol error
– No one gets it right the first time

• Software bugs
– Is it a bug or feature ?

• Active attack
– Target control/management plane
– Target data plane
– More probable than you think !

• Configuration mistakes
– Most common form of problem

20
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Characteristics of a Good Policy

• Can it be implemented technically?
• Are you able to implement it organizationally?
• Can you enforce it with security tools and/or sanctions?
• Does it clearly define areas of responsibility for the users, 

administrators, and management?
• Is it flexible and adaptable to changing environments?

21

RFC 2916 - http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2196.txt

What Are You Protecting?

• Identify Critical Assets
– Hardware, software, data, people, documentation

• Place a Value on the Asset
– Intangible asset – importance or criticality
– Tangible asset – replacement value, training costs and/or immediate 

impact of the loss

• Determine Likelihood of Security Breaches
– What are threats and vulnerabilities ?

22
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Impact and Consequences

• Data compromise
– Stolen data
– can be catastrophic for a financial institution

• Loss of data integrity
– Negative press or loss or reputation (bank, public trust) 

• Unavailability of resources
– The average amount of downtime following a DDoS attack is 54 

minutes
– The average cost of one minute of downtime due to DDoS attack is 

$22,000*

23

* Based on a Ponemon Institute study (2012)

Risk Mitigation vs Cost

24

Risk mitigation: the process of selecting 
appropriate controls to reduce risk to an 
acceptable level. 

The level of acceptable risk is 
determined by comparing the risk of 
security hole exposure to the cost of 
implementing and enforcing the 
security policy. 

Assess the cost of certain losses and do 
not spend more to protect something 
than it is actually worth.

Will I Go Bankrupt ?

Is it an embarrassment ?
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Evolution of Attack Landscape

25

email propagation of malicious code

“stealth”/advanced scanning techniques

widespread attacks using NNTP to distribute attack

widespread attacks on DNS infrastructure

executable code attacks (against browsers)

automated widespread attacks

GUI intruder tools

hijacking sessions

Internet social engineering 
attacks 

packet spoofing
automated probes/scans

widespread 
denial-of-service

attacks

techniques to analyze 
code for vulnerabilities
without source code

DDoS attacks

increase in worms

sophisticated command 
& control

anti-forensic techniques

home users targeted

distributed attack tools

increase in wide-scale 
Trojan horse distribution

Windows-based 
remote controllable 

Trojans (Back Orifice)

Intruder Knowledge

At
ta
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Attack Motivation

• Criminal
– Criminal who use critical infrastructure as a tools to commit crime
– Their motivation is money

• War Fighting/Espionage/Terrorist
– What most people think of when talking about threats to critical 

infrastructure

• Patriotic/Principle
– Large groups of people motivated by cause - be it national pride or a 

passion aka Anonymous

26
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Attack Motivation

• Nation States want SECRETS

• Organized criminals want MONEY

• Protesters or activists want ATTENTION

• Hackers and researchers want KNOWLEDGE

27

Source: NANOG60 keynote presentation by Jeff Moss, Feb 2014

The Threat Matrix

28

Degree of Focus

Opportunistic 
hacks

Joy hacks Targeted attacks

Advanced 
Persistent 

Threats
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Reconnaissance Attack

• Unauthorised users to gather information about the network 
or system before launching other more serious types of 
attacks

• Also called eavesdropping

• Information gained from this attack is used in subsequent 
attacks (DoS or DDoS type)

• Examples of relevant information:
– Names, email address

• Common practice to use a person’s first initial and last name for accounts

– Practically anything

29

Man-in-the-Middle Attack

• Active eavesdropping
• Attacker makes independent connections with victims and 

relays messages between them, making them believe that 
they are talking directly to each other over a private 
connection, when in fact the entire conversation is 
controlled by the attacker 

• Usually a result of lack of end-to-end authentication
• Masquerading - an entity claims to be another entity

30
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Session Hijacking

• Exploitation of a valid computer session, to gain 
unauthorized access to information or services in a 
computer system. 

• Theft of a “magic cookie” used to authenticate a user to a 
remote server (for web developers)

• Four methods:
– Session fixation – attacker sets a user’s session id to one known to 

him, for example by sending the user an email with a link that 
contains a particular session id.

– Session sidejacking – attacker uses packet sniffing to read network 
traffic between two parties to steal the session cookie.

31

Denial of Service (DoS) Attack

• Attempt to make a machine or network resource 
unavailable to its intended users.

• Purpose is to temporarily or indefinitely interrupt or suspend 
services of a host connected to the Internet

• Saturating the target with external communications 
requests (server overload)
– May include malware to max out target resources, trigger errors, or 

crash the operating system

• DDoS attacks are more dynamic and comes from a broader 
range of attackers

• Can be used as a redirection and reconnaissance 
technique

32
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Reflected Denial of Service (rDoS)

• Involves sending forged requests to hundreds of machines 
with replies directed to a victim server

• Attacker modifies the source IP address (spoofing)
• Replies are expected to be much bigger than the request
• DNS is used for this due to its lack of source validation

33

Security in 
Layers

34
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Attacks on Different Layers

35

Application

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical

Application

Transport

Internet

Network Access 
(Link Layer)

Layer 2: Ethernet, PPP, ARP, NDP, OSPF

Layer 4: TCP, UDP, SCTP

Layer 5: NFS, Socks

Layer 7: HTTP, FTP, IMAP, LDAP, NTP, 
Radius, SSH, SMTP, SNMP, Telnet, DNS, 
DHCP

DNS Poisoning, Phishing, 
SQL injection, Spam/Scam 

ARP spoofing, MAC 
flooding

OSI Reference Model TCP/IP Model 

Layer 3: IPv4, IPv6, ICMP, ICMPv6, IGMP 

TCP attacks, Routing 
attack, SYN flooding

Ping/ICMP 
Flood, Sniffing

Layer 2 Attacks

• ARP Spoofing
• MAC attacks
• DHCP attacks
• VLAN hopping

36
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ARP Spoofing

ARP Cache poisoned. Machine A 
connects to Machine D (not C)

I want to connect to 
10.0.0.3. I don’t know the 

MAC address

10.0.0.1
AA-AA-AA-AA-AA-AA

10.0.0.2
BB-BB-BB-BB-BB-BB

10.0.0.3
CC-CC-CC-CC-CC-CC

10.0.0.4
DD-DD-DD-DD-DD-DD

ARP Request

ARP Reply

Wait, I am 10.0.0.3!

ARP Reply

I am 10.0.0.3. This is my 
MAC address

37

MAC Flooding

• Exploits the limitation of all switches – fixed CAM table size

• CAM = Content Addressable memory = stores info on the 
mapping of individual MAC addresses to physical ports on 
the switch.

38

Port 1 Port 
2

Port 
3

Port 
4

00:01:23:45:67:A1 x

00:01:23:45:67:B2 x

00:01:23:45:67:C3 x

00:01:23:45:67:D4 x
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DHCP Attacks

• DHCP Starvation Attack
– Broadcasting vast number of DHCP requests with spoofed MAC 

address simultaneously.
– DoS attack using DHCP leases

• Rogue DHCP Server Attacks 

Attacker sends many different DHCP requests 
with many spoofed addresses.

Server runs out of  IP addresses 
to allocate to valid users

39

Layer 3 Attacks

• ICMP Ping Flood
• ICMP Smurf
• Ping of death

40
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Ping Flood

Network
Broadcast 
Enabled 
Network

Victim

Other forms of ICMP attack:
-Ping of death
-ICMP ping flood

Attacker

Echo request Echo request

Echo reply to actual 
destination

41

TCP Attacks

• SYN Flood – occurs when an attacker sends SYN requests 
in succession to a target.

• Causes a host to retain enough state for bogus half-
connections such that there are no resources left to 
establish new legitimate connections.

42
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TCP Attacks

• Exploits the TCP 3-way handshake
• Attacker sends a series of SYN packets without replying 

with the ACK packet
• Finite queue size for incomplete connections

Server

CONNECTION ESTABLISHED

SYN

SYN+ACK

ACK

43

TCP Attacks

• Exploits the TCP 3-way handshake
• Attacker sends a series of SYN packets without replying 

with the ACK packet
• Finite queue size for incomplete connections

Server
(Victim)

Attacker

OPEN CONNECTIONS

SYN

SYN+ACK

ACK?
44
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Application Layer Attacks

• Target applications or services at Layer 7
– Increasingly common in recent years

• Sophisticated, stealthy and difficult to detect and mitigate
– “slow and low” 

45

Source: Arbor Networks WISR 2014

Application Layer Attacks

46

Source: Arbor Networks Worldwide Infrastructure 
Security Report Volume 2014
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Application Layer Attacks

• Scripting vulnerabilities
• Cookie poisoning
• Buffer overflow
• Hidden field manipulation
• Parameter tampering
• Cross-site scripting
• SQL injection

47

Layer 7 DDoS Attack

• Traditional DoS attacks focus on Layer 3 and Layer 4
• In Layer 7, a DoS attack is targeted towards the 

applications disguised as legitimate packets 
• The aim is to exhaust application resources (bandwidth, 

ports, protocol weakness) rendering it unusable
• Includes:

– HTTP GET 
– HTTP POST
– Slowloris
– LOIC / HOIC
– RUDY (R-U-Dead Yet)

48
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DNS Cache Poisoning

• Caching incorrect resource record that did not originate 
from authoritative DNS sources.

• Result: connection (web, email, network) is redirected to 
another target (controlled by the attacker)

49

DNS Cache Poisoning

50

(pretending to be 
the authoritative 

zone)

ns.example.com
Webserver

(192.168.1.1)

DNS Caching 
Server

Client 

I want to access 
www.example.com

1

QID=645712

QID=64569

QID=64570

QID=64571

www.example.com 192.168.1.1

match!

www.example.com 192.168.1.993

3

Root/GTLD

QID=64571
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Amplification Attacks

• Exploiting UDP protocol to return large amplified amounts 
of traffic / data

• Small request, large reply
• Examples:

– DNS
– NTP
– SMTP
– SSDP

51

DNS Amplification Attack

• A type of reflection attack combined with amplification
– Source of attack is reflected off another machine
– Traffic received is bigger (amplified) than the traffic sent by the 

attacker

• UDP packet’s source address is spoofed
• Several incidents in 2013

52
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DNS Amplification

53

Queries for
www.example.com

Attacker

ns.example.com

Victim Machine

DNS Recursive server

Compromised 
Machines

(spoofed IP)

Root/GTLD

www.example.com 192.168.1.1

Using DNS for Other Attacks
• Fast flux

– Domain name resolves to many different IP addresses over a short period
hello.com IN A 203.176.188.25
hello.com IN A 203.176.188.26

• Double IP Flux
– Both hostname and IP address mapping and also the authoritative nameserver

rapidly change
hello.com IN A 203.176.188.25
hello.com IN NS 203.176.188.111

hello.com IN NS 61.101.155.3
hello.com IN A 203.176.188.26

• Domain Generation Algorithms (DGAs)
– Randomise the domain name, resolves to the same IP

qwekhh4562313erreq4.hello.com IN A
203.176.188.25
90j653gdfmrrn589sq.hello.comIN A 203.176.188.25

54
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NTP Amplification

• Network Time Protocol (NTP)
• Port 123/UDP
• Exploits NTP versions older than v4.2.7

– monlist

• Several incidents in 2014

55

Open NTP Servers 

56

http://openntpproject.org/
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SSDP Reflection Attack

• Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP)
• Part of Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) protocol standard
• Port 1900/UDP
• Several incidents in 2015

57

https://ssdpscan.shadowserver.org/

Botnet

• Collection of compromised computers (or ‘bot’)

• Computers are targeted by malware (malicious software)

• Once controlled, an attacker can use the compromised 
computer via standards-based network protocol such as 
IRC and HTTP

• How to become a bot:
– Drive-by downloads (malware) 
– Go to malicious websites (exploits web browser vulnerabilities)
– Run malicious programs (Trojan) from websites or as email 

attachment

58
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Password Cracking

• Network sniffing 
– Listen or capture packet

• Dictionary attacks
– Guessing passwords using a file of 1M possible password values
– Offline dictionary attack when the entire password file has been attacked

• Brute-force attacks
– Checking all possible values until it has been found
– The resource needed to perform this attack grows exponentially while 

increasing the key size
– Some tools: Ophcrack, L0phtCrack, THC Hydra, RainbowCrack, and 

Medusa

• Social engineering
– Manipulate or trick a person to provide the password

59

Password Strength 

60

https://xkcd.com/936/
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Pharming and Phishing

• Phishing – victims are redirected to a fake website that 
looks genuine. When the victim supplies his account and 
password, this can be used by the attacker to the target site
– Typically uses fraud emails with clickable links to fake websites

• Pharming – redirect a website’s traffic to another fake site 
by changing the victim’s DNS settings or hosts file

• Spear phishing – a highly targeted phishing attack, 
customized to a specific person

61

Command Injection Attacks

• SQL injection
– Insert an SQL query as a user input data 

• Cross-site Scripting (XSS) 
– Malicious script inserted into trusted website

• Cross-site Request Forgery (CSRF)
– Exploits website’s trust in a user’s browser

62

Read: Why I am anxious about clickjacking (link)

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20141202104842-120953718-why-am-i-anxious-about-clickjacking
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Internet of (Vulnerable) Things

• Connecting any device and 
sensors to the Internet

• Ex: Mirai botnet (Sep/Oct 2016)

63

Ransomware

malicious software that 
blocks access to the victim's 
data or threatens to publish 
or delete it until a ransom is 
paid

Ex: WannaCry Ransomware 
(May 2017)

64
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Attacks on Different Layers

65

Application

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical

Application

Transport

Internet

Network Access 
(Link Layer)

Layer 2: Ethernet, PPP, ARP, NDP, OSPF

Layer 4: TCP, UDP, SCTP

Layer 5: NFS, Socks

Layer 7: HTTP, FTP, IMAP, LDAP, NTP, 
Radius, SSH, SMTP, SNMP, Telnet, DNS, 
DHCP

DNS Poisoning, Phishing, 
SQL injection, Spam/Scam 

ARP spoofing, MAC 
flooding

OSI Reference Model TCP/IP Model 

Layer 3: IPv4, IPv6, ICMP, ICMPv6, IGMP 

TCP attacks, Routing 
attack, SYN flooding

Ping/ICMP 
Flood, Sniffing

IEEE 802.1X, PPP & 
PPTP

IPsec

TLS, SSL, SSH

HTTPS, DNSSEC, PGP, 
SMIME

Exercise: SSL Test

• Obtain an SSL report of your website 
– https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest

• Perform another test using the HTTP Observatory
– https://observatory.mozilla.org

• Analyse your results
– Is your site secure?
– Is your site vulnerable? 
– What changes were recommended?

66

https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltes
https://observatory.mozilla.org/
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67

Host and 
Infrastructure 
Security

68
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Server Hardening

• Use netstat to check which ports you are currently listening 
on your Linux machine.
– Close unnecessary ports

• Remove unused applications. Minimal software means less 
possible vulnerabilities

• Perform regular software patches and update.
• Disable unwanted services and remove from startup items
• Use TCP wrappers and properly configure hosts.allow and 

hosts.deny files. 
• Rule of thumb: deny all, allow as necessary

69

Server Hardening - Accounts

• Disable default accounts and groups that are not needed
• Use strong authentication
• Good password policy

– Minimum number of characters
– Combination of alphabets, numbers, special characters, upper and 

lower case
– Implement password aging
– Force users to change password on first login
– Prevent use of previous passwords

• Lock account after a number of failed logins

70
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Backup and Recovery

• A backup system is a fundamental element of any disaster 
recovery plan

• Provides for disaster recovery of key network services and 
any file 

• Physical vs Logical backup
– Physical backup – create copy of the files into some other location, 

such as disks or tapes
– Logical backup – remote, cloud services

71

Backup and Recovery

• Type of Backup 
– Full backup – entire dataset regardless whether it has been altered or 

not; take longer
– Incremental backups – only backs up data that has been changed 

since last backup
– Differential backups – backups data that has changed since the last 

full backup
– Copy backups – full backups without a reset of archive bits

• Backup intervals
– Daily incremental 

• Backup media
– Offline backups: Magnetic Tapes, Optical drives, Hard disk
– Offsite backups: Network, NAS, Data center

72
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Backup and Recovery

• Always test that your backups are restorable
• Restoration should be within a reasonable period of time

– time to recover
– Priority of some files over others

73

Logging

• All security-related events must be logged 
• Audits must be performed on a regular basis
• In a Linux system:

– monitor log messages using logwatch
– Perform system accounting using auditd

74
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Network Devices

• Attack areas:
– Default passwords
– Broadcasting packets replicated on 

all ports
– rogue devices participate in STP 

and mislead it
– packet flooding using spoofed 

MAC addresses
– Gaining management access

75

Network Devices

• Change the default settings
• Allow management sessions only from approved sources
• Use AAA server to authenticate administrators, authorize 

their actions and perform accounting of all actions
• Encrypt sessions
• Limit device access

– Console sessions should also be authenticated

• Admin actions should be authorized through a AAA server
• Disable password recovery

76
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Increasing Port Security

• CAM entry aging
• Static or permanent CAM entries
• Limit MAC addresses per port
• Disable unused port
• Port authentication with IEEE 802.1X

77

Mitigation of ARP Spoofing

• Static ARP entries 
• Secure ARP inspection

– Secure ARP Discovery (SAD)

• Separate VLANs with unique IP subnets
• Private VLAN
• IEEE 802.1X port authentication

78
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Port Authentication using 802.1X

• 802.1X is an IEEE standard defining layer 2 protocol used 
for authentication purposes

• 3 authentication protocols
– EAP-MD5 (challenge response auth protocol)
– EAP-OTP (proprietary one-time password)
– EAP-TLS (using digital certificates)

79

Network Devices: Routers

• Use strong authentication
• Disable unused services
• Modify insecure default settings
• Authenticate IGP messages
• Check software versions for security-related bugs

80
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Network Hardening (Layer 3)

• Interior gateway protocol (IGP) - exchange routing 
information between routers inside the network
– OSPF, EIGRP, RIPv2, IS-IS

• Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) - exchange routes with 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
– BGP

81

Threats to Routing Protocols

• Deliberate exposure – attacker takes control of a router and 
intentionally releases routing information to other entities

• Sniffing – attackers monitor and/or record the routing exchanges 
between authorized routers to sniff for routing information

• Traffic analysis – attackers gain routing information by analyzing 
the characteristics of the data traffic on a subverted link

• Spoofing – illegitimate device assumes the identity of a legitimate 
one.

• Falsification – attacker sends false routing information
• Interference – attacker inhibits the exchanges by legitimate 

routers
• Overload – attackers place excess burden on legitimate routers

82

RFC 4593
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Securing Routing Protocols

• an authentication mechanism should be used to prevent 
accidental or deliberate adjacencies from being established
– password system should be secret and changed regularly

• authenticate routing updates
• security only verifies the source of the information

– no encryption of the routing update contents
– any packet interception will allow read-access

83

BGP Security (BGPsec)

• Extension to BGP that provides improved security for BGP 
routing 

• Currently an IETF Internet draft

• Implemented via a new optional non-transitive BGP path 
attribute that contains a digital signature

• BGP Prefix Origin Validation (using RPKI)

• BGP Path Validation

84
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BGP Security
• Real-time Blackhole Routing (RTBH)

– Packets are forwarded to a router’s bit bucket – either a null interface or 
a discard interface)

– desired packets are dropped with minimal or no performance impact
– Employing uRPF in conjunction with RTBH can provide source-based 

solution vs destination-based
• BGP Diversion

– Uses BGP to divert traffic to sinkholes or any packet “scrubbing” centers 
for further analysis

– Divert via resetting BGP next hop to ip address of analysis system(s) or 
matching community tags that result in different BGP next hops being 
assigned for a given prefix

• BGP Route Tagging
– Tag routes using BGP communities to apply filtering, rate limiting, QoS, 

firewall, or any other policy on packets 

85

Sinkholes

86
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Cisco IOS Features

• Control Plane Policing
– allows users to configure a QoS filter that manages the traffic flow of 

control plane packets to protect the control plane of Cisco IOS 
routers and switches against reconnaissance and denial-of-service 
(DoS) attacks

– Control plane can help maintain packet forwarding despite an attack 
or heavy traffic load

• Unicast RPF
– limits malicious traffic by enabling a router to verify the reachability of 

the source address in packets being forwarded.

87

Bogons

• Bogons – Martians and netblocks that have not been 
allocated to an RIR by IANA.

• Fullbogons – a larger set which also includes IP space that 
has been allocated to an RIR, but not assigned by that RIR 
to an actual ISP or other end-users.

88

Reference: http://www.team-cymru.org/Services/Bogons/bgp.html
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Bogons (BGP)

• Cisco Router Traditional bogons
router bgp <your asn>

neighbor x.x.x.x remote-as 65333

neighbor x.x.x.x ebgp-multihop 255
neighbor x.x.x.x description <your description>

neighbor x.x.x.x prefix-list cymru-out out
neighbor x.x.x.x route-map CYMRUBOGONS in

neighbor x.x.x.x password <your password>
neighbor x.x.x.x maximum-prefix 100 threshold 

90

89

Reference: http://www.team-cymru.org/Services/Bogons/bgp.html

Bogons (BGP)
! Remember to configure your Cisco router to handle the new style
! community syntax.
ip bgp-community new-format
!
! Set a bogon next-hop on all routers that receive the bogons.
ip route 192.0.2.1 255.255.255.255 null0
!
! Configure a community list to accept the bogon prefixes into the
! route-map.
ip community-list 10 permit 65333:888
!
! Configure the route-map.  Remember to apply it to the proper
! peering sessions.
route-map CYMRUBOGONS permit 10

description Filter bogons learned from cymru.com bogon route-servers
match community 10
set ip next-hop 192.0.2.1

!
ip prefix-list cymru-out seq 5 deny 0.0.0.0/0 le 32

90
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Bogons (BGP Peer-Group)
router bgp <your asn>

neighbor cymru-bogon peer-group
neighbor cymru-bogon ebgp-multihop 255
neighbor cymru-bogon description <general description>
neighbor cymru-bogon prefix-list cymru-out out
neighbor cymru-bogon route-map CYMRUBOGONS in
neighbor cymru-bogon maximum-prefix 100 threshold 90

! You'll need to increase the maximum to at least 50000 with 
an
! appropriate thresholds if you're receiving one or both 
fullbogons
! feeds.
!

neighbor x.x.x.x remote-as 65333
neighbor x.x.x.x peer-group cymru-bogon
neighbor x.x.x.x description <specific description>
neighbor x.x.x.x password <your password>

91

BCP38 – Ingress Filtering

• Updated by BCP84 (RFC 2827 and RFC 3704)
• If an ISP is aggregating routing announcements for multiple 

downstream networks, strict traffic filtering should be used 
to prohibit traffic which claims to have originated from 
outside of these aggregated announcements. 

• The ONLY valid source IP address for packets originating 
from a customer network is the one assigned by the ISP 
(whether statically or dynamically assigned). 

• An edge router could check every packet on ingress to 
ensure the user is not spoofing the source address on the 
packets which he is originating. 

92
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BCP38/RFC2827 –
Network Ingress Filtering
• Defeating Denial of Service Attacks which employ IP 

Source Address Spoofing
– Ingress traffic filtering at the periphery of Internet connected networks 

will reduce the effectiveness of source address spoofing denial of 
service attacks

– Sources of attacks can be traced more easily
– Reflection type of attacks can be mitigated largely

• Should be done at both the ISPs and edge networks

Guideline for BCP38

• Networks connecting to the Internet
– Must use inbound and outbound packet filters to protect network

• Configuration example
– Outbound—only allow my network source addresses out
– Inbound—only allow specific ports to specific destinations in

• Use the following techniques
– Static ACLs on the edge of the network 
– Unicast RPF strict mode
– IP source guard

94
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BCP 140 – RFC5358

• Prevents use of recursive nameservers in Reflector Attacks
• http://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp140
• Recommendations

– Disable recursive service when not necessary
– Implementing client authorization

• Accept queries from customers only – client authorization
acl my-net { 192.0.2.0/24; 2001:db8::/32; };
options { recursion yes;

allow-query { my-net; }; };

95

96
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IPv6 Security

97

Overview

• Network Security Fundamentals
• Attacks and Security in Layers
• Crypto Review
• Crypto Applications (PGP, PKI, TLS)
• Device and Infrastructure Security
• IPv6 Security
• Route Filtering
• VPN and IPsec
• Secure Routing with RPKI
• Incident Reporting and Response

98
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IPv6 Operations

ü128-bit addresses 
üUses Extension Headers
üHas built-in security features
üUses ICMPv6 to discover other hosts and routers in the 

network

IPv6 Addressing Structure

0 127

ISP
/32

32

128 bits

Customer 
Site /48

16

Subnet /64

16 64

Device /128

Network Prefix Interfaced Identifier (IID)
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IPv6 Addressing Issues

• Privacy Issue
– The Interface ID (IID) part is assigned using modified EUI-64. Part of 

the address is based on the machine’s MAC address. 
– While it is unique worldwide, a host uses the same trackable IID even 

when network prefix changes

• Scanning the IPv6 network
– IPv6 network is too big, it will take a long time to scan it entirely
– It is possible to scan, based on a few factors

IPv6 Extension Header 

• IPv6 extension headers extend 
the functionality of the protocol

• The number of extension headers 
are not fixed, so the total length of 
the extension header chain is 
variable.

• The order of extension header is 
a recommendation, not a 
requirement IPv6-

Header
Next Header = 
43 (Routing)

TCP 
Header
& Data

Routing 
Hdr

Next Header = 
44 (Fragment)

Fragme
nt Hdr

Next Header = 
6 (TCP)

IPv6-
Header

Next Header = 6 
(TCP)

TCP Header & TCP Segment

Typical IPv6 Header

IPv6 Header with 
Extension Header
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Extension Header Threats

• An attacker could manipulate this feature as follows:
– Create an IPv6 packet with long list of extension headers that cause a DoS

to the routers along the path or to the destination host 
– Lengthy extension headers could consume system resource or could crash 

the the host protocol stack
– Could be used as an attack vector to inject malicious code to the network by 

avoiding firewall and IDS (Numerous extension header in a single packet 
could spread the payload in to second fragment that could not be checked by 
the firewall)    

IPv6 Security Features

• IPsec is mandatory in IPv6

• It is part of the IPv6 protocol, all 
nodes can secure their IP traffic if 
they have required keying 
infrastructure

• IPsec does not replace standard 
network security requirement but 
introduce added layer of security 
with existing IP network        

Integrity of the IPv6 header & data

Confidentiality of the IPv6 data
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IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Protocol  

• IPv6 uses multicast instead of broadcast to find out target host MAC 
address

• NDP uses ICMPv6 as transport
– Compared to IPv4 ARP, there is no need to write different ARP for different 

L2 protocols

• Used for:
– Stateless Address Autoconfiguration (SLAAC)
– Neighbor discovery (NS/NA) and router discovery (RS/RA)
– Duplicate Address Detection (DAD)

RFC
4861

NDP Message Types

133 Router Solicitation
Prompts a router to send a Router Advertisement.

134 Router Advertisement
Sent by routers to tell hosts on the local network the router exists and describe its 
capabilities

135 Neighbor Solicitation
Sent by a device to request the layer two address of another device while 
providing its own as well

136 Neighbor Advertisement
Provides information about a host to other devices on the network

137 Redirect
Router informs host of a better first hop to destination 
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IPv6 Autoconfiguration

Tentative Address (EUI-64)
FE80::310:BAFF:FE64:1D

Is this 
address 
unique?

Assign
FE80::310:BAFF:FE64:1D2001:1234:1:1/64 network

1. A new host is turned on 2. Assign tentative address to new host 

3. Perform Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) 

4. Host sends NS message to all-nodes multicast address (FF02::1)  

5. Wait for NA message. If none arrives, it is unique. 

6. Assign link local address to interface

IPv6 Autoconfiguration

FE80::310:BAFF:FE64:1D

Send me
Router 
Advertisement

Router
Advertisement Assign
2001:1234:1:1:310:BAFF:FE64:1D

2001:1234:1:1/64 network

1. Host sends an RS message to all-routers multicast group
(FF02::2)

2. Router replies with a Routing Advertisement (RA)

3. Host will learn the network prefix

4. Host will assign a new address using Network Prefix + Interface ID
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NDP Attacks

• Attacks related to Neighbor Discovery (ND)
– NDP Spoofing
– DAD DoS attack

• Attacks related to Router Advertisement (RA)
– RA Flooding
– Rogue RA

• Note that anyone can send an advertisement (NA or RA)

IPv6 Attack Frameworks

• “The Hackers’ Choice” THC-IPv6
– https://www.thc.org/thc-ipv6/

• SI6 Networks IPv6 Toolkit
– http://www.si6networks.com/tools/ipv6toolkit/

• Chiron
– http://www.secfu.net/tools-scripts/

https://www.thc.org/thc-ipv6/
http://www.si6networks.com/tools/ipv6toolkit/
http://www.secfu.net/tools-scripts/
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THC-IPv6 Tools

alive6 Checks for live interfaces with ipv6 address

parasite6 “ARP spoofer” for ipv6
redir6 Redirects all traffic into a target
implementation6 Test what the firewall supports

firewall6 Performs various ACL bypass attempts
thcping6 Test for anti-spoofing (RPF check)

thcping6 <interface> <src-addr> <dest-addr>

fake_router26 Pretend to be a router (replaces fake_router6)

ndpexhaust26 Attack with ICMPv6 toobig and echorequest
thcsyn6 Flood the target with SYN packets

http://tools.kali.org/information-gathering/thc-ipv6

SI6 IPv6 Toolkit Commands

addr6 IPv6 address analysis and manipulation tool

Blackhole6 Troubleshooting tool which can find IPv6 where in the network topology 
packet with specific Extension header is being dropped

flow6 Tool to perform security assessment of the IPv6 Flow Label
frag6 Tool to perform IPv6 fragmentation-based attacks 
icmp6 Attacks based on ICMPv6 error messages
na6 Tool to send arbitrary Neighbor Advertisement messages
ra6 Tool to send arbitrary Router Advertisement messages

scan6 IPv6 address scanning tool
tcp6 Send arbitrary TCP segments and perform a variety of TCP-based 

attacks

https://www.si6networks.com/tools/ipv6toolkit/index.html
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Scanning an IPv6 Network

• IPv6 networks are too big to scan sequentially, but still 
possible

• Admins adopt easy-to-remember addresses
• Vanity names (::CAFÉ, ::BEEF, ::FADE, etc)
• Use IPv4 address in the last 32-bits of the IPv6 address 
• Simple address for the infrastructure devices
• Loopback using 2001:DB8::1, 2001:DB8::2, etc..
• Read RFC 7707 

This document is uncontrolled when printed. Before use, check the APNIC electronic master 
document to verify that this is the current version.

Scanning – Attack Tool

• Dnsdict - to find all subdomains and enumerate IPv6 
addresses 

• Alive26 - shows alive addresses in the segment. 
root@kali:~# atk6-dnsdict6 -d apnic.net

Starting DNS enumeration work on apnic.net. ...
Gathering NS and MX information...
NS of apnic.net. is sec1.apnic.net. => 2001:dc0:2001:a:4608::59
NS of apnic.net. is ns1.apnic.net. => 2001:dc0:2001:0:4608::25
NS of apnic.net. is sec3.apnic.net. => 2001:dc0:1:0:4777::140
NS of apnic.net. is ns3.apnic.net. => 2001:dc0:1:0:4777::131
NS of apnic.net. is sec4.apnic.net. => 2001:dc0:4001:1:0:1836:0:141
MX of apnic.net. is ao-mailgw.apnic.net. => 2001:dd8:8:701::25
MX of apnic.net. is ia-mailgw.apnic.net. => 2001:dd8:a:851::25
MX of apnic.net. is nx-mailgw.apnic.net. => 2001:dd8:9:801::25

Starting enumerating apnic.net. - creating 8 threads for 1419 words...
Estimated time to completion: 1 to 2 minutes
6to4.apnic.net. => 2001:dc0:2001:11::234
api.apnic.net. => 2001:dd8:9:2::101:29
as.apnic.net. => 2001:dd8:9:2::101:12
blog.apnic.net. => 2001:dd8:8:701::11
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Duplicate Address Detection - DOS

Attacker

Is this 
address 
unique?

Client sends Neighbor Solicitation (NS)

Attacker sends Neighbor Advertisement (NA)
for each NS

This 
address is 

taken

DAD – Attack Tool

dos-new-ip6
This tool prevents new ipv6 interfaces to come up by sending answers to 
duplicate ip6 checks. This results in a DOS for new IPv6 devices.

root@kali:~# atk6-dos-new-ip6 eth0

Started ICMP6 DAD Denial-of-Service (Press Control-C to end) ...

Spoofed packet for existing ip6 as 2400:6401::1

Spoofed packet for existing ip6 as fe80::5054:ff:fe42:e97a

poofed packet for existing ip6 as 2001:d35d:b33f:0:5054:ff:fe42:e97a

Spoofed packet for existing ip6 as 2001:d35d:b33f:0:5054:ff:fe42:e97a
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Neighbor Discovery Spoofing

Attacker

What is Host 
B’s MAC 
address?

Client sends Neighbor Solicitation (NS)
asking for Host B’s link layer address

Attacker Neighbor Advertisement (NA)
Spoofs Host B, sends his own MAC

I am Host B. 
This is my 

MAC.

NDP Spoofing – Attack Tool

Parasite6
This is an "ARP spoofer" for IPv6, redirecting all local traffic to your own 
system (or nirvana if fake-mac does not exist) by answering falsely to 
Neighbor Solicitation requests, specifying FAKE-MAC results in a local 
DOS.

root@kali:~# atk6-parasite6 -l eth0 aa:bb:cc:11:22:33

Remember to enable routing (ip_forwarding), you will denial service 
otherwise!

=>  echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv6/conf/all/forwarding

Started ICMP6 Neighbor Solitication Interceptor (Press Control-C to end) 
...

Spoofed packet to fe80::3636:3bff:fed0:3030 as fe80::4af8:b3ff:fe9a:d29e

Spoofed packet to fe80::3636:3bff:fed0:3030 as fe80::4af8:b3ff:fe9a:d29e
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Rogue RA

Attacker

Client sends Router Solicitation (RS)

Attacker sends Route Advertisement (RA)

Attacker 
default router

All hosts autoconfigure IPv6 
based on spoofed RA 

including default router and 
IPv6 prefix

Rogue RA

Attacker

I am the 
default 
router

Attacker can now intercept, listen and modify 
the packets coming from Host A and B 
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Rogue RA – Attack Tool

fake_router6 / fake_router26
Announce yourself as a router and try to become the default router.

root@kali:~# atk6-fake_router26 -A 2001:D35D:B33F::/64 eth0
Starting to advertise router (Press Control-C to end) ...

[nsadmin@server1 ~]$ ifconfig

eth0      Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 52:54:00:42:E9:7A

inet addr:192.168.1.1  Bcast:192.168.255.255  Mask:255.255.0.0

inet6 addr: 2001:d35d:b33f:0:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2001:db8::5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 Scope:Global

inet6 addr: fe80::5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 Scope:Link

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1

RX packets:299646 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0

TX packets:89280 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0

collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000

RX bytes:220558509 (210.3 MiB)  TX bytes:6622864 (6.3 MiB)

Output after fake_router26 is run 

RA Flooding – Tool
root@kali:~# atk6-flood_router6 eth0

!

! Please note: flood_router6 is deprecated, 
please use flood_router26!

!

Starting to flood network with router 
advertisements on eth0 (Press Control-C to 
end, a dot is printed for every 1000 
packets):

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

...........................................

..........................

[nsadmin@server1 ~]$ ifconfig

eth0      Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 52:54:00:42:E9:7A

inet addr:192.168.1.1  Bcast:192.168.255.255  
Mask:255.255.0.0

inet6 addr: 2a01:d07b:1aca:eccb:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:d86e:5318:d649:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:364a:768d:3b38:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:cea:f971:b02b:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:3a55:4067:f66a:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:206e:57f1:c2fa:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:3b81:65c6:317b:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:de28:2da1:2a1b:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:53aa:d153:a394:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

inet6 addr: 2a01:8c7f:8bb0:1611:5054:ff:fe42:e97a/64 
Scope:Global

Attacker Victim
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Detect Rogue RAs & ND Spoofing

• With a generic Intrusion Detection System

• signatures needed

• decentralized sensors in all network segments needed

• With NDPmon
• can monitor RAs, NAs, DAD-DOS

• generates syslog-events and/or sends e-mails

• free available at ndpmon.sourceforge.net

• Using Deprecation Daemons: 

• ramond, rafixd

RA Guard

• Router Advertisement Guard (RFC 6105)

• All messages between IPv6 end-devices traverse the controlled L2 
networking device. 

• Filter RA messages based on a 

set of criteria
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RA Guard – 3 Types

• Stateless RA-Guard
– filter incoming RAs based on information found in the message (Link Layer 

address, IP source address, Prefix List, Router Priority) or in the L2-device 
configuration (Switch-Port).

• Stateful RA-Guard
– Stateful RA-Guard learns dynamically about legitimate RA senders and 

stores this information for allowing subsequent RAs ("Learning-Mode"). 

• SEND-based RA-Guard
– Filtering RAs based on SEND considerations

SEND

• Secure Neighbor Discovery (RFC 3971)
• A crypto solution for securing NDP messages 
• A set of new ND options added
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IPv6 Filters

• Filter out some ICMPv6 messages 
• Rate limit
• Block Routing Header 0 

– Use no ipv6 source-route at intermediate nodes
– This is now the default from RFC 5095

• BGP route filters

ICMPv6 Messages

• List of all ICMPv6 type and code value
– http://www.iana.org/assignments/icmpv6-parameters

• RFC 4890 – recommendations for filtering ICMPv6
• Some of the type values are defined so far

– So undefined type should be blocked 
• Unallocated error messages: Type 5-99 and type 102-126
• Unallocated informational message: Type 156-199 and type 202-254
• Experimental message: Type 100, 101, 200, 201
• Extension type message: Type 127, 255  

• Following messages need to be blocked through the network perimeter if 
those functions are not used for specific purpose: 
– Type 138: Router Renumbering
– Type 129: Echo Reply
– Type 139 & 140: Node Information Query Messages

http://www.iana.org/assignments/icmpv6-parameters
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ICMPv6 Messages

• ICMPv6 is used for many legitimate purpose so following messages 
must be permitted through the network perimeter
– Type 1: Destination Unreachable
– Type 2: Packet Too Big [PMTUD]
– Type 3: Time Exceeded
– Type 4: Parameter Problem 

• Following messages can be permitted as an option through the network 
perimeter (If Source & Destination of the packet can be controlled) 
– Type 128: Echo Request
– Type 129: Echo Reply

ICMPv6 Messages
• Rate limiting ICMPv6 traffic from overwhelming the router

!
ipv6 access-list ICMPv6
permit icmp any any

!         
class-map match-all ICMPv6
match protocol ipv6
match access-group name ICMPv6

!         
!         
policy-map ICMPv6_RATE_LIMIT
class ICMPv6

police 100000 200000 conform-action transmit  exceed-action 
drop
!
Interface fa0/0
service-policy input ICMPv6_RATE_LIMIT  
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Full bogons (IPv4 Transport)
address-family ipv6

! Session 1

neighbor A.B.C.D activate

neighbor A.B.C.D soft-reconfiguration 
inbound

neighbor A.B.C.D prefix-list cymru-out-
v6 out

neighbor A.B.C.D route-map CYMRUBOGONS-
V6 in

! Session 2

neighbor E.F.G.H activate

neighbor E.F.G.H soft-reconfiguration 
inbound

neighbor E.F.G.H prefix-list cymru-out-
v6 out

neighbor E.F.G.H route-map CYMRUBOGONS-
V6 in

!

ipv6 route 2001:DB8:0:DEAD:BEEF::1/128 
Null0

!

ipv6 prefix-list cymru-out-v6 seq 5 deny 
::/0 le 128

!

route-map CYMRUBOGONS-V6 permit 10

description IPv6 Filter bogons learned 
from cymru.com bogon route-servers

match community 100

set ipv6 next-hop 2001:DB8:0:DEAD:BEEF::1

!

http://www.team-cymru.org/bgp-examples.html#cisco-full-v4trans

Route Filter Recommendation

http://www.team-cymru.org/Reading-Room/Templates/IPv6Routers/xsp-recommendations.txt
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IPv6 Security Practices

• Check if you’re running IPv6
– It’s possible that you are

• Learn IPv6

• Adapt similar practices as in IPv4
– Implement BCP38, uRPF
– Replicate IPv4 policies

• Check if your security equipment supports IPv6

• Always include security in the overall IPv6 deployment plan

This document is uncontrolled when printed. Before use, check the APNIC electronic master 
document to verify that this is the current version.

134
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Secure Routing 
with RPKI

135

Misdirection / Hijacking Incidents

• YouTube Incident
– Occurred 24 Feb 2008 (for about 2 hours)
– Pakistan Telecom announced YT block

• Google (AS15169) services downed
– Occurred 5 Nov 2012 (for 30 minutes)
– Moratel Indonesia (AS23947) 

How frequent do these hijacking incidents happen?
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Cyber Criminals exploiting the 
vulnerability 
• BGP Hijacking for Cryptocurrency Profit (2014) 

– http://www.secureworks.com/cyber-threat-intelligence/threats/bgp-
hijacking-for-cryptocurrency-profit/

• Spamhaus DDoS Attack (2013) 
– http://www.bgpmon.net/looking-at-the-spamhouse-ddos-from-a-bgp-

perspective/

• Detecting BGP Attacks in 2014 
– https://pacsec.jp/psj14/PSJ2014_Guillaum_presentation.pdf

How we address this…

A network should only originate his own prefix
How do we verify & avoid false advertisement?

A provider should filter prefixes they propagate from 
customers

Transitive trust; BGP is a trust-based system
Check the legitimacy of address (LoA)
Passive Countermeasure

Strict filter on Interconnection 
BGP router can filter in UPDATE Messages
Useful filtering can be done by upstream provider

Automate Filter Maintenance 
Use the Route Object

138

http://www.secureworks.com/cyber-threat-intelligence/threats/bgp-hijacking-for-cryptocurrency-profit/
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Current practice

Receive request LOA check Create associate 
prefix / AS filter

Tools and techniques

LOA check

Manual Automated

RPKI
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Technology and learning curve

RPSL

June 1999

RPSLng

March 2005

RPKI

January 2013

What is RPKI?

RPKI
resource

public key
infrastructure

142
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What is RPKI?

• A robust security framework for verifying the association 
between resource holder and Internet resource

• Helps to secure Internet routing by validating routes

What does it solve?

• Prevents route hijacking
– A prefix originated by an AS without authorization due to malicious 

intent

• Prevents mis-origination
– A prefix that is mistakenly originated by an AS which does not own it
– Also route leakage
– due to configuration mistake or fat finger
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How does it work?

Is this AS number (ASN) authorized to announce 
this IP address range?

145

RPKI implementation

Origin validation

Hosted CA Delegated CA

*upgrade at least ASBRs to RPKI capable code
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RPKI Origin Validation 

2406:6400::/48 65551 65550 65549 VALID
2406:6400::/48 65551 65550 65548 INVALID

65549

65548

65551 65550

ü I have 2406:6400::/48

I have 2406:6400::/48 û

147

RPKI Path Validation 

ü ü ü

2406:6400::/48 65551 65550 65549

Check and verify the complete path (BGPSEC)

148
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Main Components

• Certificate Authority (CA)
– Internet registries (RIR, NIR, LIR)
– Issues certificates to members (delegates with resources)
– Allows address holders to use the CA system to issue ROAs for their 

prefixes

• Relying Party (RP)
– Software that gathers data from the CA

Issuing Party

• Internet Registries (RIR, NIR, Large LIRs)
• Acts as a Certificate Authority and issues certificates to members with 

resources 
• Often provides a web interface to issue ROAs for customer prefixes
• Publishes the ROA records into a repository

APNIC 
RPKI 

Engine
publication

MyAPNIC GUI

rpki.apnic.net

Repositor
y
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Relying Party

IANA 
Repo

APNIC 
Repo

RIPE 
Repo

LIR 
Repo

LIR 
Repo

RP Cache
(gather) Validate

d Cache

RPKI-Rtr Protocol

rpki.ripe.net

Software which gathers data from CAs
Also called RP cache or validator

rpki.apnic.net

Future setup

151

RPKI Building Blocks

1.PKI and Trust anchors
2.Route Origin Authorizations (ROA)
3.RPKI Validators
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X.509 Certificate with 3779 Extension

X.509 Certificate

RFC 3779
Extension

SIA

Owner's Public Key

• Resource certificates are based 
on the X.509 v3 certificate format 
defined in RFC 5280

• Extended by RFC 3779 – binds a 
list of resources (IP, ASN) to the 
subject of the certificate

• SIA – Subject Information 
Access; contains a URI that 
references the directory 

Trust Anchors
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Route Origin Authorization (ROA)

• A signed digital object that contains a list of address 
prefixes and one AS number

• It is an authority created by a prefix holder to authorize an 
AS Number to originate one or more specific route 
advertisements

• ROA is valid if a valid certificate which signs it has the prefix 
in its RFC 3779 extension

Prefix originated 203.176.189.0
Maximum prefix length /24
Origin ASN AS17821

Adding ROA Records
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RPKI Validation

• RPKI-capable routers can fetch the validated ROA dataset 
from a validated cache

VALID Indicates that the prefix and ASN pair has been 
found in the database

INVALID Indicates that the prefix is found, but 
• ASN received did not match, or 
• the prefix length is longer than the maximum 

length 
NOT FOUND / 
UNKNOWN

Indicates that the prefix does not match any in the 
database

RPKI Adoption at the RIRs

http://rpki.surfnet.nl/perrir.html
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Ready to ROA Campaign

• The Goal
– Get APNIC members to create ROAs for their resources in MYAPNIC 

Portal 
– Ready to ROA Campaign

• The Plan 
– ROA Sessions at NOGs 
– Members Meeting & Consultation
– Ready to ROA ‘ambassadors’ to promote the campaign & awareness in 

specific economies 

• Recent Activities 
– First ‘campaign’ in SANOG in January 2015  
– More ROA sessions conducted in 2016

www.apnic.net/roa

160
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Implementing 
RPKI

161

RPKI Implementations

• RIPE/NCC – CA (partial closed) & RP (partial open)
• APNIC – CA only – Closed Source
• RTRlib/Berlin – RP only – Open Source
• BBN – RP Only – Open Source
• RPKI.NET – CA & RP – Open Source

162
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What You Can Do Now?

• Create ROA records in MyAPNIC
• Build an RP cache
• Configure your router to use the cache (or a public one)
• Create BGP policies 

163

Best to do it in a test environment for now! J

Build an RP Cache

• Download and install from rpki.net
– Instructions here: 

https://trac.rpki.net/wiki/doc/RPKI/Installation/UbuntuPackages

164

The RP cache has a web interface 

http://rpki.net/
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Configure Router to Use Cache

router bgp 651nn
…
bgp rpki server tcp 10.0.0.3 port 43779 
refresh 60
bgp rpki server tcp 147.28.0.84 port 93920 
refresh 60
…

165

RPKI Lab – Randy Bush

Some commands

• show ip bgp rpki servers
– Provide connection status to the RPKI server

• show ip bgp rpki table
– Shows the VRPs (validated ROA payloads)

• show ip bgp
– shows the BGP table with status indication next to the prefix

166
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Check Server
r0.sea#show ip bgp rpki servers

BGP SOVC neighbor is 10.0.0.3/43779 connected to port 43779

Flags 0, Refresh time is 600, Serial number is 1304239609

InQ has 0 messages, OutQ has 0 messages, formatted msg 345

Session IO flags 3, Session flags 4008

Neighbor Statistics:

Nets Processed 624

Connection state is ESTAB, I/O status: 1, unread input bytes: 0        

Connection is ECN Disabled

Mininum incoming TTL 0, Outgoing TTL 255

Local host: 199.238.113.10, Local port: 57932

Foreign host: 10.0.0.3, Foreign port: 43779

Connection tableid (VRF): 0

167

RPKI Lab – Randy Bush

RPKI Table (VRPs)
router1#show ip bgp rpki table 

76 BGP sovc network entries using 6688 bytes of memory

78 BGP sovc record entries using 1560 bytes of memory

Network              Maxlen Origin-AS  Source  Neighbor

98.128.0.0/24        24      3130       0       10.0.0.3/43779

98.128.0.0/16        16      3130       0       10.0.0.3/43779

98.128.6.0/24        24      4128       0       10.0.0.3/43779

98.128.9.0/24        24      3130       0       10.0.0.3/43779

98.128.30.0/24       24      1234       0       10.0.0.3/43779

128.224.1.0/24       24      3130       0       10.0.0.3/43779

129.6.0.0/17         17      49         0       10.0.0.3/43779

129.6.112.0/24       24      10866      0       10.0.0.3/43779

129.6.128.0/17       17      49         0       10.0.0.3/43779

147.28.0.0/16        16      3130       0       10.0.0.3/43779

168

RPKI Lab – Randy Bush
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BGP Table
r0.sea#sh ip bgp

Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight 
Path

* i I198.180.150.0    144.232.9.61   100  0 1239 3927 i

*>  I                 199.238.113.9       0 2914 3927 i

*   I                 129.250.11.41       0 2914 3927 i

*>  V198.180.152.0    199.238.113.9       0 2914 4128 i

*   V                 129.250.11.41       0 2914 4128 i

*>  N198.180.155.0    199.238.113.9       0 2914 22773 i

*   N                 129.250.11.41       0 2914 22773 i

*>  N198.180.160.0    199.238.113.9       0 2914 23308 13408 
5752 i

*   N                 129.250.11.41       0 2914 23308 13408 
5752 i
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RPKI Lab – Randy Bush

r0.sea#show bgp 192.158.248.0/24
BGP routing table entry for 192.158.248.0/24, version 3043542
Paths: (3 available, best #1, table default)
6939 27318

206.81.80.40 (metric 1) from 147.28.7.2 (147.28.7.2)
Origin IGP, metric 319, localpref 100, valid, internal, 

best
Community: 3130:391
path 0F6D8B74 RPKI State valid

2914 4459 27318
199.238.113.9 from 199.238.113.9 (129.250.0.19)
Origin IGP, metric 43, localpref 100, valid, external
Community: 2914:410 2914:1005 2914:3000 3130:380
path 09AF35CC RPKI State valid

RPKI BGP State - Valid
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RPKI Lab – Randy Bush
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r0.sea#show bgp 198.180.150.0
BGP routing table entry for 198.180.150.0/24, version 2546236
Paths: (3 available, best #2, table default)
Advertised to update-groups:

2          5          6          8         
Refresh Epoch 1
1239 3927
144.232.9.61 (metric 11) from 147.28.7.2 (147.28.7.2)
Origin IGP, metric 759, localpref 100, valid, internal
Community: 3130:370
path 1312CA90 RPKI State invalid

RPKI BGP State - Invalid
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RPKI Lab – Randy Bush

r0.sea#show bgp 64.9.224.0
BGP routing table entry for 64.9.224.0/20, version 35201
Paths: (3 available, best #2, table default)
Advertised to update-groups:

2          5          6         
Refresh Epoch 1
1239 3356 36492
144.232.9.61 (metric 11) from 147.28.7.2 (147.28.7.2)
Origin IGP, metric 4, localpref 100, valid, internal
Community: 3130:370
path 11861AA4 RPKI State not found

RPKI BGP State - Not Found
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RPKI Lab – Randy Bush
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BGP Policy – Local Prefs

route-map validity-0
match rpki valid
set local-preference 100

route-map validity-1
match rpki not-found
set local-preference 50

! invalid is dropped

173

RPKI Lab – Randy Bush

BGP Policy - Metrics

route-map validity-0
match rpki not-found

set metric 100
route-map validity-1
match rpki invalid

set metric 150
route-map validity-2
set metric 50

174

RPKI Lab – Randy Bush
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BGP Policy - Community

route-map validity-0
match rpki valid
set community 3130:400

route-map validity-1
match rpki invalid

set community 3130:200
route-map validity-2
set community 3130:300

175

RPKI Lab – Randy Bush

More References

• Securing BGP 
– The Internet Protocol Journal, Volume 14, No. 2

• An Infrastructure to Support Secure Internet Routing
– RFC6480

• A Reappraisal of Validation in the RPKI
– Labs.apnic.net/blabs

• An Introduction to Routing Security (and RPKI Tools)
• MyAPNIC Resource Certification Guide

176
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177

Network Security
Monitoring and
Incident
Handling

178
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What is a SOC?

• Security Operations Centre
• Centralized command center for network security event 

monitoring and incident response.
• responsible for detecting, analyzing, and reporting 

unauthorized or malicious network activity

SOC vs NOC
Security Operations Centre

• Focus on incidents and alerts that 
affect the security of information 
assets

• SOC analyst require security and 
reverse engineering skills

Network Operations Centre

• Monitor and maintain the network 
infrastructure

• Meet SLAs and manage incidents to 
reduce downtime

• Focus on availability and 
performance

SOC and NOC should complement each other

180
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Types of SOC

Threat-centric SOCs 
proactively hunts for malicious threats on network; a simpler, scalable, threat-
centric approach that addresses security across the entire attack continuum: 
before, during, and after an attack.

Compliance-based SOCs
focused on comparing the compliance posture of network systems to 
reference configuration templates and standard system builds

Operational-based SOCs
internally focused organization that is tasked with monitoring the security 
posture of an organization’s internal network

181

Security Analysts

Tier 1

• Continuously monitors the 
alert queue.

• Triages security alerts.
• Monitors the health of the 

security sensors and 
endpoints.

Tier 2

• Performs deep-dive 
incident analysis by 
correlating data from 
various sources.

• Determines if a critical 
system or data set has 
been impacted.

Tier 2

• Possesses in-depth 
technical knowledge on the 
network, endpoint, threat 
intelligence, forensics, 
malware reverse 
engineering, and the 
functioning of specific 
applications or underlying 
IT infrastructure

• Acts as an incident hunter, 
not waiting for escalated 
incidents.

182
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SOC Playbook

• Security analytics is accomplished by collecting, correlating, 
and analyzing a wide range of event data, such as:

• Because complexity is the enemy of reliability and 
maintainability, something must be done to combat the 
inexorable drift. The playbook is an answer to this 
complexity.

• collection of plays, which are effectively custom reports that 
are generated from a set of data sources

• PLAYS - self-contained, fully documented, prescriptive 
procedures for finding and responding to undesired activity

Hacking Industry

• Hacking is a lucrative industry
• It creates faster, more effective and more efficient criminal 

economy profiting from attacks to our IT infrastructure 
• Cybercrime costs the global economy $450 billion in 2016*

*Source: Hiscox Cyber Readiness Report 2017
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HACK YOURSELF FIRST

185

Incident Analysis

Kill Chain Model
process by which a threat actor would build a plan or strategy to affect a 
specific goal or end-state against a target
part of an intelligence-driven defense model that is used to identify, 
detect, and prevent intrusions by threat actors

Diamond Model
systematic method to analyze events in a repeatable way so that the 
threats can be organized, tracked, sorted, and countered
framework by which an SOC team can organize and verify APTs and 
then use that knowledge to thwart malicious adversaries

186
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Kill Chain Model

• 7 phases:
– Reconnaissance
– Weaponization
– Delivery
– Exploitation
– Installation
– Command-and-control
– Actions on objectives

Source: PwC

Kill Chain Model - Example

Reconnaissance Weaponization Delivery Exploitation Installation
Command and 
Control

Action on 
Objective

Attacker gathers information to help them create seemingly 
trustworthy places and messages to stage their malvertisements
and phishing emails.

1
Attacker tries to fool users into opening emails or 
clicking on links.2

Staging sites redirect from trustworthy-looking sites to 
sites that launch exploit kits and/or other malicious 
content.

3
When a user is at the compromised site, their system is 
scanned for vulnerabilities that are then exploited to 
take control of the user's system.

4

http://pwc.blogs.com/cyber_security_updates/2015/05/diamonds-or-chains.html
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Kill Chain Model - Example

Reconnaissance Weaponization Delivery Exploitation Installation
Command and 
Control

Action on 
Objective

Once an exploit has taken control, the final dropped 
file/tool is installed that will infect and encrypt the 
victim’s system—the ransomware payload.

5

Files on a hard disk, mapped network drives, and USB 
devices are encrypted and a notice or splash-screen 
pops up with instructions to pay the ransom to restore 
the original files

7

Once infected, the malware calls home to a CnC server, 
where it retrieves keys to perform the encryption or 
receive additional instructions

6

Diamond Model
Adversary
An adversary is the entity responsible for 
conducting an intrusion. An intrusion is 
considered any malicious activity.
Capability
A capability is a tool or technique that the 
adversary may use in an event
Victim
The victim is the target of the adversary. 
As a SOC analyst, the victim is the 
customer.
Infrastructure
Infrastructure is the physical or logical 
communications nodes that the adversary 
uses to establish and maintain command 
and control over their capabilities

Source: PwC

http://pwc.blogs.com/cyber_security_updates/2015/05/diamonds-or-chains.html
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Hunting Cyber Threats

a proactive approach to detect malicious activity that is not 
identified by traditional alerting mechanisms

threathunting.net

Hunting Cyber Threats

Survey Results:

• Most hunting 
organizations are reactive

• Continuous hunting is not 
there yet

Source: The Who, What, Where, When, Why and How of Effective Threat Hunting

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/analyst/hunter-strikes-back-2017-threat-hunting-survey-37760
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Hunting Maturity Model

HMM0
Initial

•Relies primarily 
on automated 
alerting

•Little or no 
routine data 
collection 

HMM1 
Minimal

•Incorporates 
threat 
intelligence 
indicator 
searches

•Moderate or 
high level of 
routing data 
collection

HMM2
Procedural

•Follows data 
analysis 
procedures 
created by 
others

•High or very 
high level of 
routine data 
collection

HMM3
Innovative

•Creates new 
data analysis 
procedures

•High or very 
high level of 
routine data 
collection

HMM4
Leading

•Automates the 
majority of 
successful data 
analysis 
procedures

•High or very 
high level of 
routine data 
collection

Source: A Simple Hunting Maturity Model

Network Security Technologies

Defense-in-Depth Strategy

A building block of other 
security design principles 
that applies a layers 
approach to security. It is 
aimed at providing 
redundancy controls at 
multiple levels to mitigate 
risk.

https://detect-respond.blogspot.com.au/2015/10/a-simple-hunting-maturity-model.html
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Network Security Technologies

Defend across the attack 
continuum

A continuous model that is 
consistent with how 
companies secure, defend and 
audit their networks.

It is divided into 3 phases: 
before, during and after an 
attack.

Before

•Discover
•Access controls 
and policy

During

•Threat detection
•Block and defend

After
•Scope of 
damage

•Contain and 
remediate

Source: Addressing the Full Attack Continuum (Cisco Whitepaper)

Security Tools

Network Security Monitoring (NSM)

Source: Security Onion

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/security/whitepaper_c11-733368.html
https://securityonion.net/
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Security Tools

Source: Cuckoo Sandbox

Malware analysis

Security Tools

• Metasploit

Penetration Testing Tools

https://malwr.com/
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Honeypots and Honeynets

A honeypot is an information system resource whose value lives in the 
unauthorised or illicit use of that resource

Honeypot systems have no production value, so any activity going to or 
from a honeypot is likely a probe, attack or compromise

For a list of honeypots, see https://github.com/paralax/awesome-honeypots

199

A honeynet is simply a network of honeypots. Information gathering and 
early warning are the primary benefits to most organizations

http://honeynet.org/

How do you know if there’s something malicious in your network?
Are people interested to attack me?
Are my security controls working?

Incident Response

Preparation

Identification

Analysis

ContainmentEradication 
and Recovery

Lessons 
Learned

Reporting

Preparation
Get the company and resources ready to 
handle security incident

Identification
When a true positive incident has been 
detected, the IR team is activated.

Analysis
The IR Team should work quickly to 
analyze and validate each incident, 
following a pre-defined process

Containment
Find scope of incident, network 
reachability, and how quickly containment 
is needed
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Incident Response

Preparation

Identification

Analysis

ContainmentEradication 
and Recovery

Lessons 
Learned

Reporting

Eradication and Recovery
Investigate to find origin of the incident 
and all traces of malicious code removed.

Lessons Learned
Analysis of how the incident happened 
and performs a Failure Mode and Effects 
Analysis (FMEA)

Reporting
Notify parties (internal and external) which 
occur at pre-defined intervals based on 
incident severity

CVSS 3.0

CVSS is a vendor agnostic, industry open standard that is designed to 
convey vulnerability severity and to help determine urgency and priority of 
response; does not calculate the chances of being attacked, but the 
chances of being compromised in the event of an attack and potential 
severity of damage.

https://www.first.org/cvss/calculator/3.0

202
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https://www.first.org/cvss/examples

GNU Bourne-Again Shell (Bash) 'Shellshock' Vulnerability 
(CVE-2014-6271)

GNU Bash through 4.3 processes 
trailing strings after function definitions 
in the values of environment variables, 
which allows remote attackers to 
execute arbitrary code via a crafted 
environment, as demonstrated by 
vectors involving the ForceCommand
feature in OpenSSH sshd, the mod_cgi
and mod_cgid modules in the Apache 
HTTP Server, scripts executed by 
unspecified DHCP clients, and other 
situations in which setting the 
environment occurs across a privilege 
boundary from Bash execution, aka 
"Shellshock."

Metric Value Comments

Attack Vector Network Considering the worst case scenario: (web server attack vector).

Attack 
Complexity

Low An attacker needs to only gain access to a listening service that 
uses the GNU Bash shell as an interpreter or interact with a GNU 
Bash shell directly.

Privileges 
Required

None Some attack vectors do not require any privileges (e.g. CGI in web 
server).

Scope Unchanged No user interaction is required for an attacker to launch a 
successful attack.

Confidentiality 
Impact

High The vulnerable component is the GNU Bash shell which is used 
as an interpreter for various services or can be accessed directly, 
therefore no change in scope occurs during the attack.

Integrity 
Impact

High Allows an attacker to take complete control of the affected system.

Availability 
Impact

High Allows an attacker to take complete control of the affected system.

Case: WannaCry Ransomware
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CVE-2017-0143
SMBv1 server in 
Microsoft Windows

https://cve.mitre.org

What is the CVSS score?

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-0143

NIST National Vulnerability Database
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Bug Bounty

“Crowdsourced security”
Develops can receive recognition and compensation for reporting bugs, 
exploits and vulnerabilities

Source: Bugcrowd

Cybersecurity Framework

https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
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211211

Thank You!
END OF SESSION


